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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of boundary value problems for singularly perturbed nonlinear 
equations of elliptic type has a relatively brief history. Most work has 
centered on the Dirichlet problem for the semilinear equation 
ELU = h(z.24) (1.1) 
where L is a second-order, uniformly elliptic operator, z E R" and E is a 
small positive parameter. Some of the basic references for this problem are 
Berger and Fraenkel [ 1, 21, Fife [5], Fife and Greenlee (61 and Howes [ 111. 
Howes ] 121 has also examined (1.1) with Robin and Neumann boundary 
conditions. 
Much less is known about the Dirichlet problem for the quasilinear 
equation 
ELU t q- jj(z, u)uzi= h(z,u). 
jel 
(1.2) 
Assuming a C* solution, Holland [9] used probabilistic methods to verify the 
regular and boundary layer expansions for (1.2) in case the fj arc 
independent of u and z E R'. van Harten [ 141 proved the correctness of 
formal approximations for solutions of (1.2) with h = 0, i # n, in case the 
boundary values are given on an n-sphere. Howes [ 11, 12 ] has obtained 
existence and asymptotic estimates for solutions of various boundary value 
problems associated with (1.2) in case the equation h(z, U) = 0 has a smooth 
solution a0 which satisfies certain stability conditions and such that the 
characteristic curves for the equation 
are everywhere outgoing on the boundary. 
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For the linear analogue of (1.2) with z E R’, Eckhaus and deJager [4] 
treated the case for which the characteristics of a suitable reduced problem 
do not intersect in the interior of the domain and have two points of 
tangency with the boundary. They developed asymptotic expansions which 
are valid outside neighborhoods of the points of tangency. The problem is 
complicated near such points because the derivatives of the solution of the 
reduced problem are generally singular there. However, more recent 
treatments (for example, Frankena [7] and Grasman [8]) have yielded 
uniformly valid approximations. 
In the present paper, we study the Dirichlet problem for (1.2) with z E R* 
under similar restrictions on the reduced problem. It is shown in Section 2 
that under certain conditions there is a classical solution of this problem for 
small E > 0. Also, estimates are obtained on the difference between this 
solution and the solution of a certain reduced problem on the entire domain. 
In Section 3, some special cases and examples are considered. 
2. THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
Let R” denote n-dimensional Euclidean space with Euclidean norm 1x1 and 
inner product x . y for x, y E R”. A function defined on some subset of R” is 
of class Ck,* if the partial derivatives of the function through order k are 
continuous and the kth partials are Holder continuous with exponent a, 
O<(L<l. 
Let D be a bounded, simply connected omain in R2 with boundary aD of 
class C*,“. The problem to be studied is 
ELU + f(x, I’, u) u, + g(x, YT u) u, = WG Y9 u), (x, y)ED, (2.1) 
u(x, Y) = 8(-& Y), (x, Y) E aD, (2.2) 
where L = a(x, y) u,, + 2b(x, y) u,,, + c(x, y) u,, and a, E > 0. Let N(x, JJ) 
be an outer normal vector field for aD and suppose there is a proper, 
connected subset r of c?D so that 
u-(X> YT i(X> Y)), L?(x, Y, K% VI>) . N-G Y) > 0 (2.3) 
on r with equality only at the endpoints of r. 
The reduced problem for (2.1), (2.2) is 
j-(x, y, u) u, + g(x, Y, u> uy = w, 4’7 u>, (x, Y) E D (2.4) 
u(x 4’) = 4(x, Y), (x, Y) E r. (2.5) 
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Thus r has been chosen so that the characteristics of (2.4), (2.5) flow out of 
D along r and are tangent to aD at the endpoints of $. 
Let y(s), 0 Q s ‘< sO, be the arclength parametrization of r in the counter- 
clockwise direction. Assume y E C3[0, s,]. Consider the system 
x, = -j-(x, Y3 u), 
y, = - g(x, YT u>, (2.6j 
24, = -h(x, Y, u> 
with initial conditions [ ;{s”:o”,‘] = y(s), 4-G 0) = gws)), 0 < s < so. If J; 5, h 
and 4 are of class C3, then the initial value problem has unique solutions 
x(s, r). y(s, r), uo(s, t) of class C3. 
Suppose there is a class C**” function o(s) > 0, 0 < s < sO, so that 80 - r 
is given parametrically by [$;;$~‘], 0 < s < so, [$:z,‘] E D for 0 < r < a(s) 
and U(S, r) is defined for 0 < r < a(s), 0 < s < so. Let d(s, r) = x, y, - x, y, I 
By (2.3), d(s, 0) > 0 for 0 < s < so and d (0,O) = d (so, 0) = 0. Assume 
d(s, r) > 0 for 0 < z < a(s), 0 < s < so. 
Let J2 = {(s, t): 0 < r < o(s), 0 < s < so}. Then the mapping [$:$I maps d 
onto D, is locally one-to-one and open on R and maps 8.G 
homeomorphically onto aD. It follows that the mapping is a 
homeomorphism. This result was first proved for R2 by Whyburn [ 151 in the 
context of his study of light, open maps. Thus uJs(x, y), r(x, y)) is defined 
and continuous on d and is of class C3 on d except possibly at the 
endpoints of r. 
Next, in order to simplify approximations near the boundary c?D - r, we 
introduce the change of parameter t = o(s) -t and relabel the functions 
x(s, t) = x(s, o(s) - t), y(s, t) = y(s, a(s) - t) and uo(s, t) = uo(s, Q(S) - t). 
Defme 6(s, t) = --d(s, g(s) - t) = x, yt - ysxt. We will use the following 
notation: for a function such as f fiven in (x, y) coordinates, we let Jdenote 
the function f(x(s, t), y(s, t), U) and for a function such as 6 given in (s, t) 
coordinates, we let 8 denote 6(s(x, y), t(x, y)). 
In (s, t) coordinates, (2.1) becomes 
EL’U + P(s, t, u) u, + Q(s, t, u) u, = i(s(s, t, u), (2.7) 
where P = (Jj,, - gx,) 6-r, Q = (gx, -J’u,) 6-i and L’u is given in 
Section 4. Note that P(s, t, uo) = 0 and Q(s, t, u,) = 1. 
The following theorem extends a result of Coddington and Levinson [3] to 
elliptic equations. 
THEOREM 2.1. In addition to the above hypotheses, assume: 
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(1) a > 0, b2 - ac < 0 and a, b, c are of class Co@ in 0; f, g and h 
are of class C3 for (x, y) in D and u E {u: ju - u^,(x, y)j < ~(x, y)}, where 
F,T = F”(( (d - u. I) near 30 - r and q = L+( 1) elsewhere, and 4 is of class CZqa 
in a neighborhood of 80; 
(2) the gradient 08 is bounded away from zero near the endpoints of r 
and there are numbers p, q > 1 and constants c,, c2 > 0 so that 
c1 sp < -6(s, t) < c2sp for 0 < t ( a(s) and small s > 0 and c,(so - s)~ < 
-6(s, t) < c,(s, - s)~ for 0 < t < o(s) and small so - s > 0; 
(3) (&s, 0) - uo(s, 0)) ji Q(s? 0, u,(s, 0) + u) du > 0 for 0 between 0 
and &s, 0) - uo(s, 0), including 0 = #(s, 0) - uo(s, 0), if uo(s, 0) # &s, 0), 
o<s<s,; 
(4) Q,(s, t, u) and Pu(s, t, u) are bounded for 1 u - u. I= B(s(s, - s)), 
O<t&a(s), o<s<s,. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, (2.1), (2.2) has at least one solution 
u,(x, u) E C2W), and in (s, t)-coordinates we have: 
l1T,(s, 4 - uo(s, t>l = B(s) for s # c?(E”(~“+ l)), 
(U;(s, t) - uo(s, t)l = @(so - s) for so - s = @(E(“(~~+ I)),
1 &(s, t) - u,(s, t)l Q w(s, t, E) + @(ES- @(so - s) -3”) otherwise, 
where w(s, t, G) = @(I $(s, t) - uo(s, t)l) for t = R(E) and w(s, t, E) + 0 as E -+ 0 
for each fixed t > 0 and s E (0, so). 
ProojI The method of proof is the construction of upper and lower 
solutions for (2.1), (2.2). We will construct only the upper solution since the 
lower solution can be defined in a similar way. 
Let /3,(s, t) = uo(s, t) + sH(t), where H(t) = elCm-” - 1, nz > t and 1 > 0 are 
constants to be chosen below. From the formulas in Section 4, we have that 
L’p, equals 
We will show this expression is negative for large H and small s > 0 by 
proving the dominance of the term V8. [g t] Z!? VS: 
First, note that %= [ ?;,I 6-l = 6(6-l) and is everywhere orthogonal to 
the characteristic direction of (2.4), (2.5). In fact, Vs^ approaches the 
direction of the inner normal to 30 as (x, JJ) + y(O). 
Next, we claim that V8 approaches the direction of the outer normal to 80 
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as (x, v)-+ y(O). For the case p > 1, note that Vs ’ [;T:] = 6, -+ 0 as s -+ 0. 
Thus V& which is bounded away from zero, approaches a direction 
orthogonal to [$f ] as s - -+O. On the other hand, 6= [x,,ys]. [J;,]--+O as 
s -+ 0, so VC$ also becomes orthogonal to [ ?;,I as s -+ 0. For the case p = 1. 
at least one of 
*1 
($1 ( 
= &Yt-4Ys ’ *I 
4,Xf + dtxs I 
is continuous since 6, # 0 and either x, or y, # 0 near s = 0. Then the angle 
of V’s with the x-axis is continuous near s = 0. Since 6(0,0) = 0 and 
6(s,t)<O for O<s<s,, it follows that 06 approaches the direction of the 
outer normal to ~30 as (x, y) -+ y(O). 
Since [% ,“] is uniformly positive definite on D, it follows that 
V$ . [g :] I? Vs^ is negative and is the dominant term in L’p, for small s and 
iarge H. 
We can use (2.7) and the mean value theorem to write 
EL'& + f'(sv t, P,> Pls + Q<s, t, PAP,, - fib t, PA 
< Puts, t, *> sH(t)(uol + H(t)) 
f (1 + Q,(s, t, *) sH(t))juoc f sH’(t)) 
- (@, t, ~0) + h;(s, t, *) sH(t)) 
= sH(t)[f’,(s, t, *I ~0, + Q,<s, t, *I ~0, - h;(s, t, *)I 
+ sH’(t) + Qu(s, t, *) s2H(t) H’(t) + f,(s, t, *) H’(t)s (2.8) 
since uO, = 6(~, t, uo), where * is between uo(s, t) and ,!I,($, t). 
First, choose d, > 0 so that PU(s, t, *) <d, and d, > 0 so that 
Vd . [; 81 i?Vs is dominant in L’p, for small s if H > d,. Select 
I= max(3d, d,, 2[P,(s, t, *) uo, + Q,(s, t, *) uo, - h;(s, t, *)I} and m so that 
Z/3 < d,H(t) < l/2 for 0 Q t < (T(S) and small s (recall that H(t) = 
&Cm-f’ - 1). It follows that H(t) > d, and P,(s, t, *) H(t) < Z/2 for 
0 < t & a(s), s small. Thus (2.8) is less than or equal to 
s[H(t) Z/2 + H’(t) + sQ&, t, *) H’(t) + H(t) l/2] 
= s[-l + Q,(s, t, *) sH’(t)] < 0 
for small s since H’ + 1H = 0. We have shown that p, satisfies 
EL;, + P(S, t, PI) PI, + Q(s, t, PA A, - &s, 4 PI> < 0 
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near y(O). Also, ,8,(s, t) > &s, t) on ~30 for small s and large H, so /?r is a 
‘610cal” upper solution for (2.1), (2.2) in a deleted neighborhood of y(O). In a 
similar manner, one can show that &(s, t) = u,(s, t) + (sO - s)(ertm-” - 1) is 
a local upper solution in a deleted neighborhood of y&J for some choices of 
I and m. 
The next step is to construct an upper solution outside neighborhoods of 
y(O) and y&J of magnitudes s = @(~~‘(~~‘i)) and s0 - s = @(&1i(3q+“), 
respectively. Since the expression ayz - 2bx,y, + cx: is positive in 0, we can 
assume without loss of generality that it is identically one (see the formula 
for L’ in Section 4). 
By assumption (4), there is an q > 0 and a k E (0, l] so that 
Q(s,O,u&,O)+u)>kforO<\s(,Js,-s]<n andju\<)$(s,O)-u&,0)). 
There is CZ*a[O, s,] function v(s) and a constant p E (0, k) so that 
w(s) =0(s) as s-+0, v(s) =b(s, -s) as s-+sO, w(s) > 0 and I&S) >, 
#(s, 0) - u,(s, 0) for 0 < so < so, (;: (-Q(s, 0, uo(s, 0) + u) + p) du < 0 for 
~/2<s<s,-~/2, O<n<~(s) and Q(s,O,uO(s,O)+u)>k for O<]s], 
I so - s I < v, 0 < u < v(s). 
Let functions B(s), 4(s) E C3(0, so) be chosen so that B(s) = 0 for 
O<s<q/2, e(s)=1 for q<s<s,,$(s)=l forO<s<s,-r,d(s)=Ofor 
so - q/2 < s < so and 19(s), g(s) E (0, 1) otherwise. Define 
F(s, u) = (1 - B(s)) ci s’“@ - k) 
+ e(s) 4(s)@ - Q<s, 0, u,,(s, 0) + u)) c3 
+ (1 - 46)) cI(so - s)*’ @ - k), 
for 0 < u < v(s), 0 < s < so, where c, is the constant of assumption (2) and 
c, satisfies 0 < cj < 6*(s, t) for 0 < t < o(s), q/2 < s < so - q/2. 
Let MJ be the solution of 
given by Lemma 4.1. The estimates on the derivatives of w given in that 
lemma are valid for q/2 < s < so - n/2. Of course, for s < r/2, w = v(s) 
exp(c, s*“@ - k)(t/c)) and for so - q/2 < s, 1~ = v(s) exp(c,(s, - s)‘~ 
(P - kW/E)). 
Define p3(s, t) = uo(s, t) + w(s, t, E) + &G(s) H(s, t), where H(s, t) = 
elonw - 0 - 1, l> 0 and m(s) > t are to be chosen below, G(s) = 
s-‘~(s~ - s)-~~ and p and 4 are given by assumption (2). We will show /3, 
satisfies the appropriate differential inequality. 
First, consider the case that q/2 <s <so - q/2. Using the mean value 
theorem, we have 
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FL'& +fys, tP3) P3s +Q(s, t, 83) P31 - &, t, Pd 
= EL'& +I'&, t, *)(w +EGH) pjs 
+ (1 + Q,(s, f, *)(I+) + EGWN,, + &GHt) 
t (Q<s, t, uo t wj + Q,(s, t, **I &GH) ~‘t 
- &(s, t, uo) - h-,(s, t, *)(w t EGH), 
where + is between uO(s, t) and p3(s, t) and ** is between u~(s, 1) t JV(S, t, E) 
and P3(s, ~1. 
Writing 
Q(s, t, u&v t) + w> = Q(s, 0, u&, 0) + w) + (Q(s, t, uo(s, t) + w> 
- Q(s, 0, u,(s, 0) t bv)), 
and using the properties of )t’ given by Lemma 4.1, we have 
EL’W +Q(s, t u,(s, t) + w> wl 
= && %,, + l?(m) + B e + qw) + a $ ( 1 ( i 
+ Q(s, 0, u&, 0) + IV) w, t F(tw,) 
< pw, t e(m) + 0 $ + B(w) + B ,; -t @(tw,j. 
( 1 ( 1 
(2.10) 
Since p > 0, M!~ <0, and bv, = @(W/E), (2.10) is negative on some interval 
0 < t < t’, for small c > 0. 
Next, we collect all terms in (2.9) involving JV: 
@ = EL’W + P,(s, t, *) IV& + P,(s, t, *) EGHw, 
+ Q,(s, t, *> $u,, t EM,) 
+ <Q<s, r, u. + w) + Q,(s, t, **j EGH) w, - ff,(s, t, *) w. 
Note that @ < 0 for 0 < t < t’ and small E, and CD is exponentially small for 
t’ < t. Since u,, = @, t, uO), (2.9) equals 
EL’u,, + c2L’(GH) + @ + P,(s, t, *) EGH(u,,, + EG’H + &GH,) 
+ EGH, + QJs, t, *) EGH(z+ + EGH,) - h-,(s, t, *) EGH 
= a(&) + @(E’) + @ + cGH(P,(s, t, *) uor 
t Q,(s, t, *> uot - h;(s, t, *)j t EGH, -t @(E’). 
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Let I be an upper bound for P,(s, t, *) uos + Q,(s, t, *) ugt - &(s, t, *). Then 
(2.8) is less than or equal to 
@(E) + @(e’) + @ + EG(ZH + H,) = a(&) + B(c2) + Q, - cGZ < 0 
for large enough I and small E > 0. Thus (2.9) is negative for the case 
1112 < s < so - r/2* 
Suppose now that q/2 > s > ,A$‘(~~+“, for some p > 0. By the mean value 
theorem, 
EL’& + PCs, t, P3lP3s + Qh t, P,) P3, - 6 tv P3) 
= d’P3 + P,(s, t, *)(w + d=)P,, 
+ (1 + Q,(s, t, *>(w + sGH))(u,, + EM,) - &(s, 6 uo> 
- h;(s, t, *)(w + EGH) + Q(s, t, p3) wt, (2.11) 
where * is between uo(s, t) and &(s, t). By the calculations in Section 4 and 
the fact that w = v(s) exp(c, s’“@ - k)(t/c)), 
EL’W + Q(s, t, PJ wt 
< &[S2P@ - k)Z &-*w + b(ws-*p-‘) + 6yWt&-‘S-2) + B(wt2s*p-2&-2) 
+ eyws-‘&-‘) + B(wts2p-1&-2) +b(w-3p-1) + @(wt&-‘s-p-‘) 
+ @(WE-‘s-p)] + ks2p@ - k) W/E 
< s’“Cp - k) pw 
\ & 
+,(;)+~(~w)+&(~w) (2.12) 
for s > y.~“(~~+ ‘) > t since Q(s, t, ,&) > k for small E > 0. 
Define !P to be the collection of terms in (2.11) invclving w; i.e., 
YE EL’W + Q(s, t, p,) wt + P,(s, t, *) wp3S + PJs, t, *) EGHw, 
+ Q,(s, t, *> w(uo, + &GH,) - h-,(s, t, *) w. 
From (2.12) and hypothesis (4), 
!P,< ws’“@ - k)ps-’ + @(ws-p, + @(wtszp-‘c’) 
f @(Wt2s2P-* -1 & ) f@(W) + B(wcs2w’) + b(w&s-3p-‘) 
+ eywts-P-l) + @(W&S-3p). 
Since s2p@-k)p&-‘w <O, Y<O if t=.cr(c”‘3Pt1’) and s>,uuE”(~~+‘). 
Furthermore, !P is exponentially small if t > @(E”~). 
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cL’uO + eL’(eGH) -I- Y + P,(s’, c, *) eGH(uOs + EG’H + EGH,) + uo, 
+ EGH, + Q,(s, t, *) eGH(u,, + eGH,) - I+, t, uo) - h;(s, t, *) EGH 
+ &GHP,(s, 6 *> uos + Q,(s, t, *) uot - h;(s, t, *)). 
If 1 is an upper bound for P&, t, *) uos + Q&G t: *) uor - h-,(s, t: *), @.ll),is 
less than 
8 (5) $4 ($5) f y-- sip(s,“I-s)3q +@ (-g$) +@($). 
Recalling that H(s, t) = e ‘(m(s)-t) - 1, it is easy to check that the above 
expression is negative for suitable choices of 1 and m(s) if q/2 > s >, ,uE~‘~~+‘) 
and E > 0 is sufftciently small. The proof that p3 satisfied the differential 
inequality for q/2 > so - s 2 j~‘/(~~+ l) is similar. 
It remains to show that a continuous upper solution can be constructed 
from /?i,&,p3. If s=@(a 1’(3p+1)), both /?i and p3 satisfy the requisite 
differential inequality. It is easy to check that the surfaces z = /3,(s, t) and 
z =&(s, t) intersect along a curve for which s = @(E’/(~~+ ‘)) and that 
/IIs > pjs if the number I in p1 is large enough. Thus mini&, &} is 
continuous for s = B(E~‘(~~+ I)). Similarly, min(/?, p3 } is continuous for 
so - s = @(E’lo4+ 1) ). Thus we can construct a function j3 E C(D) from 
fir, &, /I3 which is of class C,,, on d except at the intersections of ,L3,, p3 and 
fiz ,& and at the endpoints of r. 
Similarly, a lower solution r E C(B) can be defined, and we have from 
standard results on differential inequalities such as Theorem 3.2 of [ 133 that 
(2.1), (2.2) has at least one solution U, E C2,a(fi) so that r(x, JJ) < u,(x, JJ) < 
P(x, Y) for tx, Y) E 15. C&ED. 
All of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 except (2) and (4) are similar to 
conditions used by other authors (see [3,9, lo]) to study problems of this 
type. We will discuss (2) and (4) in the context of the examples in the next 
section. Finally, note that the estimates in Theorem 2.1 yield the uniform 
estimate 
/24,(x, y) - z&(x, y)l < qx, y, E) + @(E1’(3r+ I)), 
for (x, y) E D and small E > 0, where Y = max{ p, q]~ 
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3. SPECIAL CASES AND EXAMPLES 
First, consider the semilinear problem 
&4 +f(x, Y) u, + g(x, Y) u,> = h(x, I’, u) 6, Y) E D, 
4x1 u> = Q(x, Y> (x, Y) E 30, 
(3.1) 
where L., x g, h, (d and D satisfy the conditions of Section 2. Assume r can 
be chosen so that (2.3) holds. Let x(s, r), ~(3, r), and u,(s, r) be the solutions 
of the initial value problem (2.6). Assume there is a C**” function u(s) so 
that 80 - r is given by [$;~~$~], 0 < s < s,,. If u,(s, z) is defined and 
x, .y, - x, y, # 0 for 0 ,< t < a(s), 0 < s < sr,, then the reduced problem 
f(4 v> u, + &, 4’) u, = 45 J’, u) C-u, Y) E D, 
4x3 Y) = 4(X? v> (A Y> E r, 
has a solution z&,(x, v) which is continuous on D and of class C3 except 
possibly at the endpoints of I’ (see the discussion preceding Theorem 2.1). 
Letting t = (T(S) - z, we have in (.s, t) coordinates the equation 
EL’U + u1 = li(s, t, u) 
since P 3 0 and Q z 1. Clearly (3), (4) of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Recall 
that 6 = x, ~7~ - ysxI. Assume numbers p, q > 1 exist so that the second part 
of (2) in Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. An easy calculation gives 8, = s(f, + g,). 
Then 
v&$ -Jy;; 
[ 1 [ d-%vt- K + L?JYs = s t t s 1 -a-'B,xt+ cf, +gy>x, '
so j V81= @(&‘6,), which is bounded away from zero near the endpoints of 
K We can apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain a Cz7” solution U, of (3.1) for small 
E > 0 and to conclude that u, + z&, as s--f 0 outside a boundary layer along 
2D -E Furthermore, the results of Holland [9] yield regular and boundary 
layer expansions which are valid outside fixed neighborhoods of the 
endpoints of r. 
Next, consider the case where f is identically zero in (2.1): 
&LA - g(x, Y, u) uy = &G Y, u) (xv u> E D, 
4x3 Y> = $G Y) (x, I’) E 30. 
(3.2) 
The characteristics of the reduced problem are vertical lines. Suppose there 
are precisely two points where tangent lines to cYD are vertical. Let v’(x), 
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y-(x) denote the functional representations of the upper and lower boun- 
daries of D, respectively, x, <x < x2. The choice of r for this problem 
depends on the sign of g. For the case g > 0, the reduced problem is 
-g(x, YY u) uy = h(-x, y, u) 6, Y? E D, 
4x9 Y) = $(x, Y) (x, 4’) E J-7 
(3.3) 
where r is the lower boundary of D. 
Adapting Theorem 2.1 to this special case, we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (1) of Theorem 2.1 and 
(2) y*(x) = c*(x)(x - xl)“@+‘) for small x -x, > 0 and y*(x) = 
D*(x) (x, -x)~‘(~+~) for small x2 -x > 0, where p, q > 1, CiV D* are of 
ciuss C2 and C*(x,) f0, D*(x,)#O; 
(3) the reduced problem (3.3) has a solution uO(x, y) continuous on D 
and of class C23” except possibly at the endpoints of r; 
(4) g(x, I', u&, Y)) > ofor (x, y) E 6; 
(5) (4(X? Y’(X)) - ~o(X9 Y+(x))> sff,cx,y+(x) &G Y+ (x)7 u) du > 0 for 0 
between uO(x, y+(x) and 4(x, y’(x)), including $(x, y’(x)), if u,(x, y”(x)) f 
$(x9 Y+ (x>>. 
Then for small E > 0, (3.2) has at least one solution w,(x, y) E C’+(D) and 
/24,(x, y) - uo(x, y)l = F((x - x,)“(P+l)) 
1 u,(x, y) - uo(x, y)l = @((x2 - x)“(~+ l)) 
I %(X9 Y) - d-‘CT VII 
for x -x1 = @(E’~“), 
for x2 - x = @(E”*), 
< w(x, y, &) + @(&(X - x,)(-QJ-‘)I@+ 1) (x2 - 4-2Q- I)/(q+l)) 
where w is a boundary layer function. 
otherwise, 
It is easy to check that assumptions (1 j(5) above imply that the 
conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. However, he estimates given above 
for ] I(, - u,] are better than those obtained from Theorem 2.1 if p > 1 or 
4 > 1. It is possible to achieve these better esimates in this case because the 
singularities of Lu,(x, y) at the end points of I’ are at worst B(s-~~-‘) and 
F*((s, - ~)-‘~--l), while for the general problem they may be as bad as 
F(s-~~) and B((s, - s)-‘“). The estimates of Theorem 3.1 agree with those 
found by Frankena [7] for the linear problem. 
van Harten [ 141 has obtained uniformly valid asymptotic expansions for 
solutions of (3.2) in the case that D is a disk. Theorem 3.1 requires less 
regularity for the existence of a solution than van Harten’s result. 
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Before giving further examples, let us examine hypotheses (2) and (4) of 
Theorem 2.1. The condition that V8 is bounded way from zero was 
automatically satisfied in the above special cases. For the case p = q = 1, 
this condition is certainly true since V8 . [;:I = 6, and 6, # 0 at s = 0, s,. We 
do not know if this condition is satisfied in all cases. Concerning (4), 
PU(s, t, U) = S-‘(f, y, - g,x,) and Q,(s, t, u) = E’(guxs -f, y,). Thus in 
order for (4) to hold, it is necessary that eitherf, and g, tend to zero or [-$I 
approach the characteristic direction as (x, y) approaches either endpoint of 
r and u -+ uO. The above special cases give representatives of each of these 
possibilities. 
We close this section with two specific examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the problem 
&V2U + u”u, + uy = 0 
u =y 
where IZ 2 2. 
x2 + y* < r’, 
x2 + y* = Y2, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
If r < 1, we may choose r = {(x, y): x2 f yz = r*, y > 0 1, and the reduced 
problem is 
u”u, + 24, = 0 x2 + y* < r2, 
u = y (x3 y) E r. 
The solutions of the initial value problem (2.6) are x(s, t) = -r”t sitP(s/r) + 
r cos(s/r), y(s, r) = --z + r sin(s/r) and u,Js, t) = r sin(s/r). The lower 
boundary of the disk is given parametrically by ]$$$~], where 
o(s) = 
2r sin(s/r)( 1 + r” sin”- ‘(s/r) cos(s/r)) 
1 + rzn sin2n(s/r) , 
0 < s ,< 7rr. 
Also, 
d(s, r) = sin(s/r)[ 1 + r”-‘n sin”-‘(s/r) cos(s/r) t 
+ r” sin-+/r) cos(s/r)]. 
It is easy to see that d(s, r) > 0, for 0 < r < o(s), 0 < s < nr, if r < $. The 
discussion preceding Theorem 2.1 assures us that the reduced problem has a 
continuous solution u”& y) for x2 + y” < rz which will be of class Cm 
except at the points (-r, 0) and (r, 0). 
Letting t = G(S) - r, Eq. (3.4) becomes 
EL’U + P(s, t, u) u, + Q(s, t, u) u, = 0, 
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where 
qs, t, u) = 8-y 24” - (r sin(s/r))fl 1, 
Q(.s, t, u) = s-i{-sin(s/r)[r”-‘n sin’-‘(s/r) cos(s/r)(o(s) - t) 
+ Y” sitY’(s/r) o’(s) + 1 ] - u”(cos(s/r) - o’(s)) 1, 
6(s, t) = -d(s, o(s) - t). 
Checking the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, we see that (2) is true with 
p = 4 = 1, (4) is true since n > 2 and (3) is true for sufftciently small r. In 
fact, for any r < $, all the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, and 
problem (3.4), (3.5) has a Cl*” solution u,(x, y) for small E > 0 which 
satisfies the inequalities given in Theorem 2.1, as well as the uniform 
estimate ju,(x, ~1) - z&(x, y)] < G(x, y, a) + B(E”~) for x2 + jp2 < r2. 
If y1= 1 in (3.4), one can show that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are 
valid for small r except (4j. However, our method of analysis fails in this 
case. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Finally, consider briefly the problem 
&d2U + yu, + uu,, = 0 x2 + y2 < r2, 
u=y+2 x2 + y* = r2. 
Again, r= {(x, y): x2 + ~1’ = r2, 4’ > 0). Note that [-$I = [y] and uO(s, :) = 
r sin(s/r) + 2, so the vector field [2z] has the same dtrection as the charac- 
teristics of the reduced problem at the endpoints of r (see the remarks 
preceding Example 3.1). In fact, a somewhat lengthy calculation shows that 
this problem satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 if r is small enough and 
the conciusions of that theorem are valid in this case. 
4. APPENDIX 
The following lemma was used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I he a compact interval of real numbers, and suppose 
F:IxR’-+R’ and I,Y: I + (0, 00) are continuous and F(s, 0) < 0 and 
1: F(s, u) du < 0 for 0 < 0 < v(s) and s E I. Then the equation 
EU,, = F(s, u) u, (4.1) 
has for each F > 0 and s E I a unique decreasing solution w(s, t, E) satisfying 
W(S, 0, E) = v(s) and w(s, t, E) -+ 0 as t -+ CD. Furthermore, w is continuous in 
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s, there is a consfant ,u, so that 1 wI(s, t, &)I <y,(w(s, I, E)/E) for s E Z, E > 0 
and I > 0, and given 6 > 0 and s E Z, there are constants C,(s) and Da(s) so 
that 
D,(s) e w(s.O)-awE) < w(s, t, E) < c,(s) e(F(s.O)+SM) (4.2) 
for t > 0 and E > 0. Zf F and w have continuous second derivatives with 
respect to s, then w has continuous second partials, and there are constants 
(Pi};=, SO (hat 1 Ws(& f, &)I < 012 f &(f/E)) W(& 6 E)Y 1 W&Y 4 &)I < ($4 + 
p5(t/c) + ~6(f21~Z)) 4, t, ~1, ad I wst(s, t, &)I < Cu, + rll&/e)) (4~~ t, &l/e) for 
sEZ,t>Oand~>O. 






G(s, 6’) = (” F(s, u) du. 
0 
(4.3) 
Note that w is decreasing in t and continuous in s. Differentiating (4.3) with 
respect to t, we find w, = ((G(s, w))/s), so there is a constant ,ui for which 
I w,(s, f, &)I <PuI((+, t, E))/E) f or s E Z and t > 0. The estimates (4.2) follow 
easily from (4.3) ( see the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [5]). 
Suppose that F and ly have continuous second derivatives with respect to 
s. Differentiating (4.3) with respect to s, we obtain 
Let H(s, t, a) = Jz$f,E) (G&s, B)/G’(s, 19)) de. Then H(s, 0, E) = 0 and H, = 
(G,(s, w)/G’(s, w)) nVt = (G,(s, w)/G(s, w))( l/s) and lim,,((G,(s, w))/ 
(G(s, w))) = ((F&s, O))/(F(s, 0))) < 00. Thus / H(s, t, E)( < (A?)/& for some 
constant N and t > .O, E > 0, so there are constants ,u,, ,uu, so that 
/ w&s, t, F)/ < (,u2 + ,u,(t/e)) w(s, 1, a). The estimates for the other partials 
follow in a similar manner. Q.E.D. 
Next, for the convenience of the reader, we list some formulas used in the 
discussion of Section 2. Let x(s, t), J(S, t) and 6(s, t) be defined as in 
Section 2. If U(X, ~7) is of class C*, we have u, = (u,yI - urys) a-‘, and uY = 
(-U,X~ + u,x,) 8’. Further, the operator L in (2.1) becomes 
L’u = (ayf - 2bx,y, + cx,‘) &‘u,, + (aq$ - 2bx,yt + CX:) 6-k,, 
- (2ays47t - 2b(y,x, + YA) + 2c-v~) J-2u,, 
+ {a(y,y,, - Y,Y~ + Yx,y,, - -T~YA + 4xt-s - x,xJ 
+ b(v, y,4 - YX) + 2Ny,x,4 - YG, 4) 
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+ c(xtxs8, - x;s,)] 6-1}(6-2u,) 
+ MYsYts - Yt Y,,) + 2&Y,, - YSA + ccvst - xtx,,> 
+ b(YsYt4 - Y3) -I- WY,&4 - Y&4) 
+ c(xtx,ci, - x,26,)] S-l} fFu,. 
Finally, one can show that the terms in the expression for L’u of order 
@(se’) are given in the original (x, y) coordinates by -8-l g . [g ,“] Vu, 
where V is the gradient operator. 
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